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The Secret Life of Scotty Sheaffer or: How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Became a Howard Fan
1. The Comic Book Collector 1970-82
Blame Edgar Rice Burroughs. It’s his fault I write these words. It’s his fault I’m a Robert E.
Howard fan. It’s his fault I’m involved in things most of my friends and family know little
about. Burroughs (1875-1950) died twenty years before I was born. He was a cavalryman, then
a rancher, and then a salesman before he struck gold as a writer. He created John Carter of
Mars, Carson of Venus, and many others. Most importantly, Burroughs created Tarzan.
Burroughs led me to Howard, but I didn’t read Burroughs until after I read Howard. Huh?
How did that happen? Here’s how.
First, for full disclosure, I should reveal something. Burroughs had an accomplice. My
father. Now my mother’s role is easy to see. In the 1970s and early 80s, we had only one TV,
and she’s the one who tuned it to countless science fiction and horror movies and TV shows.
No matter how many times she monopolized the TV to watch When Worlds Collide, she’d
insist she’d never seen it before. Still, my father’s role was key. I’m sure he never read
Howard, and I don’t think he read Burroughs either. I remembered my father’s involvement in
certain events, but it was only recently that I noticed the full pattern.
Second, do I need to introduce Howard? Here in a Robert E. Howard amateur press
association? Well, this will be online. Non fans, my friends or family could read this. People
curious about Howard could read this. So here goes. Robert E. Howard (1906-1936) lived in
Cross Plains, a small Texas town. He wrote for the pulp magazines. He created fantasy worlds
years before Tolkien published The Hobbit. He created characters including Solomon Kane,
Kull, and, most famous of all, Conan.
I disagree with certain views Howard held, but other things resonate. One of Howard’s best
known quotes appears in “Beyond the Black River.” “Barbarism is the natural state of mankind
… Civilization is unnatural. It is a whim of circumstance. And barbarism must always
ultimately triumph.” (Conquering Sword 100) In a June 15, 1933 letter while debating H.P.
Lovecraft about civilization and barbarism, Howard chided Lovecraft about book burning “as
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the ‘civilized’ Nazis are now doing in ‘civilized’ Germany.” (Lovecraft and Howard 598) Plus,
Conan is famously a barbarian. Some critics place Howard and Burroughs in the “Noble
Savage” school. This term often gets misattributed to the eighteenth century philosopher
Rousseau who thought savagery, which he designated as the third stage of human development
between brutish apemen and corrupt civilized men, was the best stage. Howard’s views were
more cynical than those often ascribed to Noble Savage advocates, but he says plenty about
civilized decadence and hypocrisy.
Howard recognized the cyclical nature of civilizations, having studied their rise and fall. He
knew that history wasn’t all a positive story of human progress. Sometimes things go
backwards. When things get too corrupt, social or cultural creative destruction can happen.
Simpler, straight-forward barbarians swarm in to destroy decadent civilizations like they
destroyed Rome. (Well, the Western Roman Empire at least.) All human accomplishments are
fleeting, transitory. We are transitory. Consider the lines Howard gives the ancient wizard in
“The Mirrors of Tuzun Thune:”
“...The Wheel turns and nations rise and fall; the world changes, times return to
savagery to rise again through the long ages. Ere Atlantis was, Valusia was, and
ere Valusia was, the Elder Nations were. Aye, we, too, trampled the shoulders of
lost tribes in our advance. You, who have come from the green sea hills of Atlantis
to seize the ancient crown of Valusia, you think my tribe is old, we who held these
lands ere the Valusians came out of the East, in the days before there were men in
the sea lands. But men were here when the Elder Tribes rode out of the waste
lands, and men before men, tribe before tribe. The nations pass and are forgotten,
for that is the destiny of man.” (Kull of Atlantis 58-59)
My earliest heroes included Superman, Captain Kirk, King Kong, Mr. Spock, Underdog,
and, of course, Tarzan. I didn’t discover Tarzan through Burroughs’s books. I watched the 1966
TV show (in syndication), movies broadcast on TV (thanks, Mom), and the 1976 cartoon
Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle (first run). When the cartoon premiered, I’d started reading, but I
hadn’t discovered Burroughs’s books yet. Roaming the woods of Easthampton, Massachusetts,
Tarzan, along with characters from the Space 1999, Star Trek, and Superman TV shows, was a
favorite imaginary role I’d assume.
When I was six, my father brought home my first two comic books. My father, who died in
1998, recalled reading comics as a kid. One day, probably while buying milk or bread or
cigarettes, he decided to buy me some comics. Years later, he told he told me that, as a kid, he
liked Captain America and Terry and the Pirates. He never became an obsessive collector like
I did. Comics were just something fun from his childhood. I guess the comic rack at 7-11 or
another store got his attention that day, and he decided to pass some of that childhood magic on
to his own son. The comics my father gave me started me on a hobby that I still enjoy. They
were also another step toward Robert E. Howard fandom. Oh, and my father’s role in this
process wasn’t done.
When I was seven, we moved from Easthampton to West Springfield, Massachusetts. Duke’s
Variety and the Dairy Mart, both located in the same strip of corner shops on Route 20, carried
comics. My parents would bring me in, and while they got bread or milk, I’d look at the
comics. They often bought one I picked. (The Dairy Mart got replaced by another store during
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the 1990s, and Duke’s closed down well over thirty years
ago. Today an E Z Mart occupies Dairy Mart’s spot, and
Sorrento Pizza has expanded from its original size to also
fill the spots once held by the barber shop and Duke’s. E Z
Mart doesn’t carry comics.) Dairy Mart kept their comics in
a spinner rack. Duke’s had theirs in front of the counter in a
low, wooden magazine rack. If memory serves, it was dark
grey.
On one trip to Dairy Mart with my father, an issue of
Marvel’s Tarzan caught my eye. Burroughs had a huge
publishing success with Tarzan. Hollywood got interested.
The first of many Tarzan movies appeared in 1918. Then
came comic strips and comic books. Dell, Gold Key,
Charlton, and DC had published Tarzan comic books. Now
Marvel took a turn. The cover featured a ferocious looking
Tarzan holding a saber-toothed tiger in a full nelson. I
convinced my father to buy the comic. I went back for it.
Before I could return to the counter, something shocking
© 1979 Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.
brought me to a complete halt. There was another Tarzan
comic. At least I thought it was Tarzan. This “Tarzan” had
long hair. I thought he held a poorly drawn knife. It was far too long for a real knife, and my
idea of a sword came from the épées used by the Three Musketeers. “Tarzan” motioned to a
scantily clad woman while someone with a knife and a weird headdress lurked behind a pillar.
This long haired “Tarzan” mouthed typical (at that time at
least) dramatic cover dialogue that went something like
this: “Behold Bêlit - - she who once was Queen of the
Black Coast - - - - and now is Empress of Asgalun!”
I had to have the second comic. The problem was my
father told me I could get one comic, and I wasn’t
abandoning the first Tarzan comic. I begged my father to
buy the second. At first, I don’t think he wanted to. I
persisted. He’d said I could get a Tarzan comic, but that
there were two Tarzan comics. He followed me to the
comic book rack to see the commotion’s cause. He saw
the title and said, “That’s not Tarzan.” I quickly imagined
an explanation for the strange title. I informed my father
that Conan was another name of Tarzan’s. Sort of a secret
identity. Confronted with such dazzling eight-year-old
logic, my father bought both comics.
Back home, I devoured the comics. The Tarzan story
took place in Pellucidar, a world at the Earth’s Core. I’m
not sure when I realized that the character in the other
comic really was some guy named Conan and not Tarzan’s alter © 1978 Conan Properties
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ego. By then it didn’t matter. I loved Roy Thomas’s action and intrigued filled story. Conan
was cool. A banner on the splash page read, “Featuring characters and concepts created by
Robert E. Howard.” It made no impression on me then. It took a few years and a journey
through comics and pastiche before I read Howard’s original work.
In the next six months or so, I got a Conan record I found at Child World and two more
Conan comics. The two issues were something rare in my early comic collecting days. Back
then I bought comics randomly for whimsical reasons. I rarely got two consecutive issues of
the same series. It wasn’t like later years, when I could have a pull list at a comic book store
and have each new issue of every series I liked saved. No, I tagged along with my parents into
regular stores, and if a comic caught my eye, they might buy it if they had spare change. My
entry to comics isn’t something that would happen these days. Back then, comics were in
different kinds of stores, prominently displayed, with covers designed to lure readers. They
were in corner convenience stores, supermarkets, and newsstands. Your parents took you to the
store so they could buy bread, milk, or a newspaper. Comics were there. Comics were there for
casual readers and impulse buyers as well as collectors. These days I don’t often see comics in
those places. If I try, I can sometimes locate Archie digests in a supermarket, but that’s about it.
These days, I find comics ghettoized in comic book stores and big chain bookstores. Unless a
kid’s parents are hardcore comic book collectors, the kid is a lot less likely to see the inside of
a comic book store a few towns over then a convenience store down the street. Even
bookstores aren’t a frequent destination unless your parents are dedicated leisure readers.
When my father got those first two comics for me, he was probably in the 7-11 around the
corner or some other readily accessible location that he went to for other reasons. He didn’t
think, “Hmmm ... I’ll drive over to Northampton and see if there are some comics my son
might like.” So I started as a casual reader, buying on impulse before I became a serious
collector. An impulse buyer doesn’t plan regular trips to a specialty store in another town.
Despite comics’ widespread distribution in those days, the distribution of a specific series
could be spotty. Also, that spinner rack at Dairy Mart didn’t hold as many comics as a whole
store could. And forget about old issues. At best, you might find some copies of a previous
issue left behind by a jobber. I liked Captain America, Sgt. Rock, The Incredible Hulk, Weird
War Tales, The Might Thor, and many others besides Conan the Barbarian. I couldn’t get all of
those comics in one trip. I could just pick one (sometimes two) that interested me the most.
And sometimes, I wanted candy instead. So, when I got consecutive issues of the same title, it
was rare. However, I ended up with Conan the Barbarian #98 and #99. Issue #98 included
another name that wouldn’t make an impression until years later. A caption said a poem quoted
in the issue was Copyright 1970 by Glenn Lord. In issue #99, Howard’s name again appeared
and again went unnoticed by me. Roy Thomas adapted the story from Howard’s “The People
of the Black Coast.” (Not to be confused with “Queen of the Black Coast.”)
I don’t remember the two issues as being all that great, but Conan was still cool. Inspired by
getting two issues in a row, I planned to buy Conan every month from then on. Besides, I
wanted the 100th issue. I thought the heavily hyped centennial issues of comics were just as
special as first issues. I looked forward to Conan the Barbarian #100 with great anticipation. I
worried though. The next issue blurb said “Death on the Black Coast!” Between Conan’s
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momentary faintness on the final page, and my belief that
some monumental event would occur, I wondered if Conan
would die.
Despite haunting the spinner rack, the next issue I saw was
#101. Maybe it was that spotty series distribution. Maybe it
was tied to a practice I learned about years later. Stories
circulate that speculators scoffed up issues they thought
would be collectible for the back issue bins of the newly
emerging comic book stores. (Said stores being something I
knew nothing about at the time.) Disappointed and
disillusioned because I missed #100, I left Conan the
Barbarian #101, its cover featuring Conan fighting on a
narrow walkway above the pit of a giant spider, in the comic
rack. I didn’t buy another Conan comic for ten months. My
next issue was #111. Roy Thomas adapted Norvell Page’s
“Sons of the Bear God” into a Conan story. The Conan
record from Child World alerted me that Conan’s milieu
wasn’t all jungle like Tarzan’s. My first issue was set in
© 1979 Conan Properties
Shem just like #111, but palm trees and other elements made
Asgalun seem jungle like. My second and third issues were set at
sea and along the coast further south near Hyborian Age jungle. Even though I didn’t buy it, I
browsed through #101 and knew it had a jungle setting. I accepted the switch from the jungle
locals easily enough. I suspected that it’d been Bêlit who died on the Black Coast back in issue
#100. The comic seemed lonely with so many of the familiar characters gone. I was glad to see
a Viking like people called the Aesir in this issue because Vikings interested me. Thor comics
got me into Norse mythology, and Norse mythology led to the Vikings. (Heck, from many
readings of the d’Aulaires’ Norse Gods and Giants, I knew that Thor and his fellow Asgardians
were also called the Aesir.) I thought Conan the Barbarian #111 was the best issue since the
first one I bought. Conan had joined the Hulk, Thor, Captain America, and the Thing among
my favorite comic book characters.
I kept buying comics sporadically. I picked up three consecutive issues (#2-4) of a new
Conan comic called King Conan. The next two Conan the Barbarians I got were #123 and
#132. I considered #123 another good issue. But issue #132 deeply disappointed me. Gil Kane
drew #132. Kane is now one of my favorite comic book artists. (Jack Kirby is my favorite.)
Kane’s version of “The Valley of the Worm” is one of my favorite comics adaptations of REH.
However, some of my favorite artists’ work has been an acquired taste. This was the case with
Kane. Unfortunately, I went through a period where I didn’t appreciate comic art that didn’t
look “realistic” like John Buscema, Ernie Chan, and Gene Colan’s work. I was in the midst of
this narrow-minded period when I encountered Kane’s work in #132. The other problem was
the price. SIXTY CENTS!! Outrageous! Many of my early comics sported a thirty-five cent
price. I still feel nostalgic about the “Still Only 35¢” starburst Marvel had on covers for awhile
before their price rose to forty cents. I watched comics climb from thirty-five to forty to fortyfive to fifty cents, feeling steadily disheartened. I remember when I bought King Conan #2,
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some ladies manning the Dairy Mart register exclaimed at the seventy-five cent price, and
talked about how comics had been ten cents in their day. I defended the comic, saying it was
double-sized. It made no impression. I later learned that ten cent comics of the late 1930s and
early 1940s were sixty-four pages and contained far fewer ads than the thirty-two page comics
I grew up with. (And in the late 1970s, only seventeen of those thirty-two pages contained
story.) My disappointment almost drove me from comic book collecting and could have
prevented me from discovering Howard.
2. The Conan Collector 1982-84
Fortunately, I recovered from Conan the Barbarian #132. In the spring of 1982, while at the
Dairy Mart on an errand for my parents, I spotted Conan The Barbarian #137. (The cover date
says August 1982, but comics hit the stands several months ahead of their cover dates. Marvel
later dialed it back as their lead time got ridiculous by the late 70s and early 80s.) I liked the
artwork, and the sixty cent price no longer seemed so steep. I no longer needed my parents to
bring me to the Dairy Mart. I rode my bike there. I spent allowance and paper route money on
comics and candy. Rather than go to the Dairy Mart themselves, my parents often sent me. My
evolution into a Howard fan accelerated over that spring and summer. Thinking the “good old
days” were back, I filled out a subscription to Conan the Barbarian. I even cut it out, but I
never sent it. Right after reading #137, I saw a Conan movie commercial. My enthusiasm for
Conan reached a fever pitch. My mother seemed agreeable to me seeing the movie, but I
decided against it. I shuddered at my mother bringing me to an R rated movie. I can still
imagine what might’ve happened. “That’s it! Enough of this smut! Let’s go! Now, young
man!” My younger sister and I had experienced our mother’s public, humiliating, scene
making wrath over things she originally said were fine. (And I didn’t think her agreeableness
meant, “Sure you can see it! Go sneak in!” Besides, allow me to introduce myself. When
everyone else got away with something, I was the kid who got caught.) Instead, I waited for
the HBO premiere.
On the comics front, things moved faster. Starting with #137, I got the next four issues in a
row and eight of the next nine. In June 1982 as the school year neared its end, I found The
Savage Sword of Conan #79 on the magazine rack of the same Dairy Mart where I’d
discovered Conan fours years earlier. I marveled at the high quality artwork. Also, I love giantsized comics with anthology formats. I read the issue many times over the next few days,
regretting that I hadn’t discovered Savage Sword sooner. Marvel published it at regular
magazine size rather than at standard comic book size. The interior art was black and white.
Like Mad Magazine, Savage Sword’s size and lack of color freed it from subjection to the
restrictive Comics Code created during the anti-comic book hysteria of the 1950s when Dr.
Frederic Wertham blamed comics for juvenile delinquency and Congress investigated. I’d seen
an ad for Savage Sword, but I never before bought the comic. I hadn’t thought of looking in the
magazine section instead of the comics spinner rack. (I was looking for a comic book after all).
Looking back, I actually glanced through an issue of SSOC a month or two earlier, but thinking
it a one shot movie adaptation, I put it aside, intending to buy it later. The book was black and
white. The movie special I found later was color. No Savage Sword published later rivaled my
first issue. After I took Savage Sword #79 to school and lost it near Mittineague Park, I
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convinced my father to help in a frantic search. We walked to the area but didn’t find it. I loved
the comic so much that I returned to the Dairy Mart and paid $1.50 for another copy.
Next, I started reading Conan in regular prose. I’m not sure whether my first Conan
paperback was the movie adaptation or Conan of the Isles. Neither book was by Howard. L.
Sprague de Camp and Lin Carter wrote both. I lean toward the movie adaptation being first. I
suspected there’d be an adaptation. When I couldn’t find it at the Dairy Mart (where I bought
an Empire Strikes Back adaptation from the paperback spinner rack), I tried a franchise
bookstore called the Newsstand. I went to the Newsstand that used to be on Memorial Ave in
West Springfield. Someone suggested the science fiction section. It never occurred to me that
science fiction was the place for Conan.
Conan of the Isles was the first book I bought in Ace’s reprint of the Lancer Conan series. I
didn’t know about Lancer Books then, but Lancer published the famous (or infamous) series in
the 1960s. Despite the series’ tremendous success, Lancer went bankrupt in 1973. Ace took
over later in the decade and added Conan of Aquilonia. Some of these books sported renowned
covers by Frank Frazetta. Boris Vallejo painted some too, including one for Conan of the Isles.
(John Duillo did the cover for the Lancer Isles and the first Ace edition. All Ace printings from
1979 forward carried Vallejo’s cover.) The series’ Ace version contained twelve books - eight
short story collections and four novels. It included stories by Howard, but series editor L.
Sprague de Camp mixed them with pastiches by himself, Lin Carter, and Bjorn Nyberg. De
Camp also included “posthumous collaborations.” Sometimes he or Carter added to story
fragments that Howard left behind. Other times, de Camp took Howard stories featuring other
characters and turned them into Conan stories. Carter and de Camp, not Howard, wrote Conan
of the Isles. De Camp put the series in chronological order following his own expansion of P.
Schuyler Miller and John D. Clark’s “A Probable Outline of Conan’s Career.” The pair wrote
the chronology in the 1930s and sent it to Howard who noted that he wrote the stories in
random order. Howard did approve of the outline with some minor corrections, but there’s
something to be said for reading the stories in the order Howard wrote them rather than the
order they occur during Conan’s life. De Camp also heavily edited Howard’s stories even
though many of them had been professionally published in Howard’s lifetime and Howard
himself was no longer alive and had no say in the changes.
I’d read Conan Annual #7 which started a Conan of the Isles comic book adaptation. I’d
been noticing that some of my other Conan comics adapted various stories. I thought they’d all
been adapted from novels. I later learned that most came from short stories. Howard only
wrote one Conan novel. Then there was that “Outline of Conan’s Probable Career.” I kept
seeing it in Savage Sword. I thought the outline was a book too. With Conan Annual #7, I
finally decided to get one of the “original” books. I enjoyed the Isles adaptation’s first part, and
I didn’t want to wait a year for more. (Those who know the adaptation’s history realize the
wait for the continuation would be even longer than a year.)
While Conan of the Isles and the movie novelization are pastiches, I was getting closer to
my first prose Robert E. Howard story. Some REH purists will quibble because my first
Howard stories were Conan stories edited by L. Sprague de Camp. Unfortunately, most of us
who entered Howard fandom from the 1950’s-80’s entered through the gateway of over edited
texts mixed with posthumous collaboration, and pastiche. I’m not a Sprague hater. Personally, I
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liked Sprague though I disagree with some of his conclusions
and decisions. However, I’m glad the Howard purists
ultimately won the battle and got pure Howard texts to the
mass market. Sometimes pastiches can be fun, but they’re not
Howard. I loved Conan of the Isles. I don’t know if it would
hold up to re-reading. I haven’t wanted to read it in decades,
but I’ve re-read Howard’s stories continually in the past thirtyone years. They do hold up. I noticed Conan of the Isles
belonged to a series. I decided to read the rest. I’m not sure
which book I got next. I think it was either Conan or Conan
the Freebooter. It seems to me that I bought Conan the
Freebooter during the summer. When I bought Conan of the
Isles, it was already late August 1982, so it’s possible I didn’t
buy Conan the Freebooter until 1983. Then again, maybe I
bought it on a nice September weekend. If Conan was my
second Ace Conan book, that makes “The Tower of the
Elephant” the first prose Howard story I read. (Or “The
Hyborian Age” Part 1 if that counts as a story.)
Art by Frank Frazetta
Here’s the case for Conan the Freebooter being the book I got
second. I think I bought it in the summer because I got it on the way
home from a day trip to Mystic Seaport and Mystic Aquarium in Connecticut. This trip
could’ve occurred in late August; I don’t remember for certain. At the same time I bought
Conan the Freebooter, I also bought a copy of the July, 1982 Comics Scene. (The magazine’s
cover featured Conan.) However, I remember thinking the magazine was out of date, and I was
lucky to get it. Now the question is how far out of date? A few months? A year? Also in favor
of Conan the Freebooter being an earlier purchase is that it’s an earlier printing than the Conan
I bought. On the Conan, the Frazetta cover is full length. The Freebooter has Vallejo’s art work
framed on the bottom two-thirds of the page. The background for the rest of the cover is white.
The Conan had a copy of the front cover on the back while the Freebooter has written copy on
the back, including the logo, contents, and praise from John D. Clark. Also, the Conan the
Freebooter cost only $2.25; the Conan cost $2.50. Most of the Ace Conans I bought between
1982-84 have covers similar to the Conan the Freebooter. Besides Conan, the exceptions were
Conan the Conqueror, Conan the Buccaneer, and Conan of Cimmeria. (Well, I didn’t buy
Conan of Cimmeria. It never seemed to be in any bookstore I visited. Someone else found it
and gave it to me.) Many books from the older printings remained available after the new
covers appeared. In fact, the last book I bought in the series (Conan of Aquilonia) had the older
style cover.
On the Freebooter trip, we visited Mystic Seaport first. It’s a park/museum that recreates a
19th century New England seaport. It also contains antique ships anchored in the Mystic River
for visitors to tour. In the 1956 film Moby Dick, John Huston’s onscreen credit says, “Produced
and directed by John Huston who wishes to express his sincere thanks to The Mystic Seaport
Marine Historical Association, The Old Dartmouth Historical Society, The British Institute of
Oceanography and the Whalermen of Madeira for the great help they gave.” It was a warm,
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pleasant day, but Conan the Freebooter made it especially memorable. Leaving the Aquarium,
we stopped at a nearby shopping center for snacks or something. I think I searched for a
bookstore while my father initially stayed with our truck. He got bored waiting, so he decided
to walk around too. He noticed people passing through a gap in a wooden fence. He
investigated and found a shopping center set up like a miniature 18th or 19th century New
England town. The place was a tourist attraction itself, and admission was free. After we
returned to the truck, he told us about it. We decided to look. There was a bookstore wellstocked with science fiction. It had the Ace Conans. Conan the Freebooter caught my eye. The
story “Hawks over Shem” probably got my attention. I remembered the story being an
anticipated event in the Conan the Barbarian letters pages (see issue #111) a few years earlier.
In my pre-back issue, sporadic comic buying days, I didn’t see the comic book adaptation. I
thought I missed it in the gap of issues between Conan the Barbarian #111 and #123. I later
learned the story never ran in Marvel’s color comic. I guess Marvel decided, since “Hawks”
had already appeared in SSOC, once was enough. Now I could finally read the story. Another
book that caught my eye sported the cover blurb “Robert E. Howard’s Other Great Hero,” but I
didn’t have enough money for both books plus the Comics Scene featuring Conan. I left the
other book (starring Cormac Mac Art?) behind.
Some coincidences. If I bought Conan the Freebooter before Conan, then “Hawks Over
Shem” was the first Howard tale I read in non-adaptation form. (It’s one of the infamous
“posthumous collaborations” with L. Sprague de Camp rewriting Howard’s “Hawks over
Egypt” into a Conan story.) One coincidence is that the very first Conan comic I bought
(Conan the Barbarian #93) set the stage for “Hawks” with Akhirom and his forces marching in
at the end to seize Asgalun’s crown. Another coincidence is the role my father played in both
discoveries.
Conan the Freebooter became a favorite. On the trip home
I read both “Hawks Over Shem” and “Black Colossus.” I
marvel over my twelve-year-old self’s ability to read the
book without getting carsick. Maybe it helped that I read
sitting in the bed of our pickup truck back when our society
was less safety conscious. (Hey! It did have a cap on it - that
day! When my little sister and I rode back there without the
cap, on highways even, the only safety rules our father gave
us was not to sit on top of the bed walls ever or on the the
arches over the back tires on busier roads.) After eating at a
restaurant in West Springfield called The Ground Round, I
resumed reading and may have finished Conan the
Freebooter that night.
Besides “Black Colossus,” other stories in the book,
“Shadows in the Moonlight” and “A Witch Shall Be Born,”
have long been among my favorite Howard Conan tales. In
addition, Conan the Freebooter fell early enough in the Ace
series to endure many re-readings in my attempts to read the
entire Ace Conan series (or at least as many as I currently owned) Art by Boris Vallejo
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in chronological order in one sitting (i.e.without sleeping). I never accomplished this. The
farthest I got in these attempts was Conan the Adventurer, but the earlier books in the series
underwent frequent readings in these marathons. Fortunately, I read the books outside of these
chronological marathons, so Conan the Warrior, Conan the Usurper, and Conan the
Conqueror got some attention. Oh, and while visiting bookstore science fiction sections
looking for Conan, I noticed the Edgar Rice Burroughs Tarzan series. I started reading those
too.
I’d finally found Robert E. Howard. It wasn’t pure text, but I was blissfully unaware.
Between the summers of 1982-1984, I got the entire Ace series. My Ace collecting began with
a pastiche and ended with a pastiche. On a rainy summer night in 1984 a few months after we
moved to Westfield, I visited the Westfield Newsstand and bought Conan of Aquilonia. I never
did read Conan of Aquilonia, but I have pleasant memories of reading the other books. I first
read Conan the Conqueror during a hot summer day spent at one of my sister’s horse shows.
We parked our truck and horse trailer along with many others on the midway of an old race
track that used to be on The Big E fairgrounds in West Springfield. The track hadn’t been used
in years. Some locals may remember a little stunt show track that was there in the 1990s, but
this was a full size, stock car track. My father used to race at the Riverside Speedway in
Agawam, in Charlemont, and in Stafford Springs, Connecticut among other places. He talked
about a nightmarish crash at the Big E track in which someone had been killed before they
stopped using it. The pavement of the track was cracked, and long yellow grass grew through
the cracks. Even those ruins of the old track are long gone now. My cheeks and nose got badly
sunburned. I remember finishing Conan the Conqueror (perhaps at home by this time) in the
coolness of the early evening. I remember reading “The Treasure of Tranicos” from Conan the
Usurper on the way home on a gray, rainy afternoon. I remember reading “Red Nails” from
Conan the Warrior around 8:00 or 9:00 PM near the end of the school year. The movie Looker
played on HBO. I often associated the Ace Conans with night. I read many of the stories at
night. Many of my attempts to read the whole series in one sitting carried me far into the night.
Many scenes in the stories take place at night. This association compliments the mystery and
horror present in Howard’s Conan stories. (Heck, when I got that first Conan comic, it was
night.)
I branched out in my REH/Conan reading. I bought pastiches including Conan the
Swordsman, Conan the Rebel, Conan and the Spider God, and many others. Around 1984, I
started reading the Tor Conan books. My own enthusiasm tricked me into the first Tor. All I
saw was Conan and Robert on the cover. Quick as that I bought the book and was back in the
car enthusing to my mother that I’d found another book by Conan’s original author Robert
E. ...With a start I realized that I’d bought a book by some guy named Robert Jordan instead of
Robert E. Howard. At the time it was fine. I was a Conan fan, and I enjoyed the book. I liked
the first several Tor pastiches. However, by 1985 or 86, that changed. I realized Tor’s Conan
wasn’t Howard’s Conan -the authentic Conan. It just wasn’t right. Nor was Tor’s Hyborian Age
the authentic Hyborian Age.
Through the 1982-84 period, my interest in Conan’s creator increased. I read the information
in the Ace Conans. I bought The Blade of Conan and The Spell of Conan. Both books reprinted
articles from the fanzine Amra. Howard’s life fascinated me, and I wanted to read his non-
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Conan stories. I remember looking for the mysterious Amra on magazine stands yet never
finding the elusive publication. (Write to the address printed inside The Blade of Conan? I
figured if Amra was still available, it would be in a bookstore.) I also looked for books about
Howard’s other characters. I found Cormac Mac Art: Tigers of the Sea and the Cormac
pastiches. I also found a Red Sonja book. People have argued that the Hyborianization of
Howard’s Red Sonya (from “The Shadow of the Vulture”) isn’t a Howard character at all.
(And the Sonja book certainly wasn’t Howard.) Other than that, it would be years before this
quest had much success.
My Howard collecting suffered from over reliance on chain bookstores like Walden Books
and The Newsstand where specialty items often weren’t available. These stores were much
smaller than today’s typical Barnes & Noble. Most people didn’t have the internet. Print on
demand wasn’t all that big if it even existed. It was much harder to track down obscure items
of niche interest.
One day I browsed the biography section of a bookstore at the Holyoke Mall, looking for a
Robert E. Howard biography. I found Dark Valley Destiny by the de Camps and Jane
Whittington Griffin. Like The Blade of Conan and The Spell of Conan, it proved a treasure
trove. I read it and loved it. I re-read sections of it many times. Howard scholars have
challenged much of de Camp’s research and conclusions since. Many bristle at what they
believe is a negative portrayal of Howard. In my early teens, Dark Valley Destiny didn’t strike
me as negative. It painted Howard as a troubled genius. You know, just like Ernest
Hemingway, Vincent van Gogh, Virginia Woolf, Edgar Allan Poe, and the rest. It made
Howard even cooler. However, I’ve now had access to other views and more information, and
I don’t agree with some of de Camp’s ideas.
In comic book collecting I had greater success finding stories of Howard’s other characters.
Some were in the pale, twisted shadow form of adaptation. Most weren’t adaptations though.
They just used Howard's characters.
In the summer of 1983, I spotted Kull the Conqueror #3 (Vol. 3) at the same Dairy Mart
where I’d discovered Conan the Barbarian and The Savage Sword of Conan. Years before, I’d
seen an issue of the old Kull. There were two brothers who lived next door to my grandparents
in Chicopee. One day after I’d gotten my first few Conan comics, I was outside in their yard
with them, looking through their comics. I saw one I thought was a Conan comic, but my
friends explained to me that it was different. By 1983, I think I’d seen Kull’s name a few times
in the Conan comics, and I saw his name in the Ace Conans. I followed the 1980s incarnation
of Marvel’s Kull series from that point until its cancellation a few years later.
After my streak of buying eight of nine issues of Conan the Barbarian ended, I resumed
sporadic buying until issue #156. After #156, I started a new streak and rarely missed an issue
until Marvel cancelled the series with #275. Of course, there was a span when I rarely read any
of the Conan comics I bought. I bought SSOC sporadically from issue #83 to #97. After that, I
got it every month until the series ended. Like the color comic, I didn’t read many of the later
issues I bought due to the worsening unHowardian atmosphere. From about Savage Sword
#140-#189, I only read the letter pages. Conan the King (King Conan revamped) also went on
my buying list, but I stopped reading it after a few issues of “The Prince is Dead” storyline.
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In late 1982 or early 1983, I gave up all comics except the Conan titles and Kull the
Conqueror. After our 1978 move to West Springfield, I never managed to fit in. I had a
problem or two in Easthampton, but I felt well liked, and I felt like I belonged. Maybe I didn’t,
but I felt like I did. My first day at school in West Springfield I said something my new
classmates deemed too childish or silly or something. So, at age seven, I became an outcast,
relentlessly bullied - teased and beaten up. I had few friends. As the years went by, I got bigger
and stronger. Relative to my classmates, I got good at fighting. I started lifting weights at
home. By age thirteen, I was going to a gym. It’s been years since I lifted seriously, but as a
teenager I was serious about it. I read everything I could about bodybuilding and powerlifting.
I never used steroids or anything like that although I knew about them. I didn’t bulk up, but I
got pretty strong for my size. I mention not using steroids so it removes them as an excuse for
the violent temper I had during these years. It didn’t help that I grew up around bad-tempered
people. The years of bullying by other kids put it into overdrive. I became thin-skinned and
self-conscious. Another kid would say something, and I would fight them then and there. I got
in lots of trouble for fighting. As far as being self-conscious, it especially applied to things that
seemed childish, that I was “too grown-up” for. I started thinking I was too old for comics. I
feared the humiliation of my peers catching me at Dairy Mart buying comics. I’d turn away
from the spinner rack and pretend to look at something else if other kids came in. I’d make
sure the coast was clear before bringing comics to the counter. I hoped everything went fast
and I could have the comics bought and bagged before anyone I knew came in. Finally, I gave
up everything except Conan and Kull. I figured Conan and Kull were okay. They weren’t
superheroes after all. They seemed more adult.
My comic book collecting habits changed radically in another way during late 1983 or early
1984. I discovered Moondance Comics in the Holyoke Mall. A whole store devoted just to
comics! They had more than just the Marvel, DC, and Charlton comics I found in Dairy Mart’s
spinner rack. There was something far more significant though. The back issue bins! Now I
could buy vast numbers of old comics. I could get issues I missed. Issues published before I
read comics. Issues from before I was born! I bought back issues of Conan the Barbarian, The
Savage Sword of Conan, and the 1970s Kull the Conqueror/Kull the Destroyer. I bought Kull
and the Barbarians and any other REH item I could find.
Current Conan comics drifted ever further from Howard. Story and art quality steadily
slipped. Fortunately, the back issue bins supplied older, better comics. I read stories featuring
Howard characters who’d previously only been intriguing names in introductions and letter
pages. Some back issues had adaptations; some didn’t. Plus, older Savage Swords and the three
Kull and the Barbarians issues provided more articles about Howard and his characters. If
Kull and Solomon Kane hadn’t overtaken Conan as my favorite Howard characters in comics,
they were on their way.
The Conan paperbacks inspired me to write stories. I think I used Conan as a character
before creating my own character. My character started out derivative of Conan. I even set one
of my character’s stories in Howard’s Hyborian Age. Eventually, I created my own world, and
my character evolved away from Conan. I still dabble in this world, but now I’m also
interested in writing other things. Although I don’t write much sword and sorcery, I owe the
enjoyment I get from writing letters, essays, articles, and stories to Robert E. Howard. Who
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knows? Maybe someday I’ll work on the plots and unfinished stories I started long ago on
those warm, distant summer days.
3. The Frustrated Collector 1985-89
For several years after getting the Ace Conans and Cormac Mac Art: Tigers of the Sea, I
struggled finding more Howard stories. Now I know that in the late 80s Cryptic Press
published Cromlech and other Howard items. Now I know that Donald M. Grant had Howard
titles available, and specialty dealers could provide out of print Howard books. In the late 80s
though, I didn’t know these things. I didn’t know where to look or who to contact. Plus, I
didn’t have enough dumb luck to discover these things by accident. If a chain bookstore didn’t
have something, I didn’t know where else to look besides used bookstores and tag sales. There
was a good sized used bookstore in Westfield that I started visiting around 1987-88.
Unfortunately, I rarely ever saw anything by Howard there. Hours of searching yielded
interesting stuff, but no Howard.
My few successes included finding Echoes of Valor and Legion From the Shadows, a Bran
Mak Morn pastiche. I suffered a near miss on Black Vulmea’s Vengeance. A bookstore near my
house carried both new and used books. One day, the owner and I started talking. Robert E.
Howard’s name came up. The owner had recently read Black Vulmea’s Vengeance. I had
Marvel Comics Super Special #2 which adapted “Black Vulmea’s Vengeance” except Conan
replaced Black Vulmea. I asked if he could get more copies. He thought he could, and he’d let
me know when he got one. Shortly after this, he sold the store. The new owners knew nothing
about the book and said they couldn’t find it on the in print book list. (Unlike the old owner,
they didn’t carry used books.)
I later found Echoes of Valor in that same book store. I’d guess it was 1987. Pure luck. As
usual, I looked for Howard books. Not seeing anything under his name I pulled out interesting
titles including Echoes of Valor. Since it was a multi-author anthology, it was alphabetized by
editor Karl Edward Wagner’s last name. The character on the cover looked like Conan. Wait!
the character on the cover was Conan! I saw Howard’s name on the cover. The blurb said,
“Includes a Conan tale by Robert E. Howard - First Paperback Publication!” Echoes of Valor
contained “The Black Stranger” which I knew L. Sprague de Camp rewrote multiple times.
One rewrite appeared in Conan the Usurper as “The Treasure of Tranicos.” I’d read de Camp’s
article “The Trail of Tranicos” which detailed changes both Howard and de Camp made in the
tale. This was Howard’s version minus de Camp’s changes.
In late 1988 at a Newsstand on Riverdale Rd in West Springfield, I found Karl Edward
Wagner’s Legion from the Shadows. (The Newsstand where I bought the movie novelization
and Conan of the Isles was on Memorial Ave.) I looked for a Howard book, found none but
spotted the pastiche. Conan pastiches devoured shelf space, but they no longer interested me.
Legion from the Shadows was special. It featured Howard’s Bran Mak Morn rather then a
certain over commercialized Cimmerian. This hinted at a writer who might know more about
Howard’s work than some of the Conan pastiche and comics writers. The introduction and the
afterword about Howard and the Picts interested me. Although, if Howard’s “Bran Mak Morn:
A Play” is canonical, then Wagner’s early third century setting for the Mak Morn stories is offtarget.
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Through 1985 and 86, I still bought many back issues of Howard related comics. By 1987,
these purchases slowed. In the late 80s, the new comics still disappointed me, especially SSOC.
Savage Sword’s high quality stunned me the first time I read it. Back issues displayed similar
quality all the way back to the magazine’s 1974 debut. Too soon after I started reading it,
Savage Sword entered a steady decline. By Savage Sword #120, I often fell months behind on
reading issues before catching up. By issue #140 I couldn’t stomach the stories. While I also
stopped reading Conan the King, I later caught up on most of the issues. Sometimes I wonder
why I kept buying the new comics. Maybe it was because the comics were the only active
Howard publications I knew about. (And I really wish I knew about things like Cromlech.)
Besides the Conan titles kept me in comics when I considered quitting them. I saw the Conan
titles as a link between the two main comic collecting periods in my life. 1984 was the dividing
line.
Remember, I’d quit superhero comics and only bought Howard comics. In the Spring of
1984, Marvel’s Secret Wars got my attention. Despite access to a comic book store, I bought it
off the Dairy Mart spinner rack. I got back into Captain America, The Incredible Hulk, The
Mighty Thor, and other superhero comics. My superhero renaissance shifted to the comic book
store. I collected comics that I never bought in earlier years. Soon I bought most of Marvel’s
line on a regular basis. In 1987, I started buying almost everything from DC too. I bought over
seventy comics a month. I bought long runs of consecutive issues from Moondance which later
became Comics Plus which later became Same Bat Channel, and now is long out of business.
I still felt self conscious about reading comics, but that didn’t stop me. I loved comics!
Screw you, Society! It helped that I now realized adults collected comics. I read magazines
about comics. I picked up an Overstreet price guide. Also, I heard comments from random
adults who didn’t care about comics. From their comments, I learned society now viewed
comic book collecting like stamp collecting, a legitimate adult hobby. “Those things can be
worth money some day.” Still, even from those who respected collecting, I’d sometimes get
the question, “You don’t still read those things, do you?” As if there was still something wrong,
something childish about reading comics. Yeah, whatever. Collecting’s respectability provided
some cover. If people thought reading comics was weird, well, I’d been a misfit since 1978.
When society doesn’t accept something, I’ll go along when I think society has a point. But
when I think society is wrong, I’ll stand my ground. That may be one reason I love Howard’s
work. So many of his characters are outsiders. They are stronger, faster, smarter outsiders.
They were outsiders who could fight back. They are outsiders who shake off the restraints
society imposes when we resist its unfairness and hypocrisies. Howard was also an outsider.
Just like me. In some ways, I never stopped being that new kid who couldn’t fit in.
For me, staying true to Howard’s spirit mattered. I started rant letters telling Marvel how
they’d screwed up the Conan titles and misunderstood Howard’s characters. I never sent the
rants, but my anger at Marvel kept growing. I knew more about Howard’s characters than did
the current writers and editors. When I finally sent a letter, I made it constructive. I listed the
Ace Conans containing Howard stories. I hoped to provoke comics fans into reading Howard’s
work and seeing how much better it was than the movie, comics, and Tor pastiches. Then I
hoped they would demand that Marvel make the comics more like Howard’s stories. It didn’t
work. My letter, which appeared in SSOC #151, also compared Hyborian Age nations to
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historical peoples. I didn’t necessarily match each of the Hyborian Age groups with the
historical group of which Howard made them the ancestors. For instance, critics often compare
the Picts of the Conan stories to Eastern Woodlands Indians, but they are the ancestors of the
historical Picts.
Unfortunately, the comics worsened. At first, I got angrier. Finally, I became apathetic about
them. Besides, even if the the comic book and Tor versions were Conan in name only, I hoped
they might lead some fans to Robert E. Howard.
I still wrote stories. In December 1986, I sent Marvel a Kull synopsis. I’d studied the Marvel
Try Out Book and wrote a synopsis that blended Jack Kirby and Robert E. Howard. Most
comics fans think of Kirby as an artist, but I also love his frenetic plots. Taking the book’s
advice, I sent the synopsis through the mail (which I now understand isn’t effective). In the fall
of 1987, Marvel assistant editor Patricia Redding sent me a handwritten rejection letter.
Redding advised concentrating on character motivation. I immediately wanted to try again, but
I couldn’t think of another good plot. I created a series of springboards between submitting the
synopsis and receiving the rejection, but they all played off that initial story. So, I scrapped
them rather than modifying them. Thinking back now, I should’ve modified one, developed it,
and sent it. I started believing that the Kull synopsis I sent was the best I could do. So, for a
few years, I quit trying to write comics. I’m glad I got a handwritten response with
constructive criticism. I knew most unsolicited comics submissions rarely receive responses. In
fact, I didn’t get responses to two later submissions to Marvel. The last submission I sent to
Marvel (a non-Howard related submission) elicited a form rejection.
As the 1980s waned, so too did my enthusiasm for Howard collecting. I thought I’d gotten
every Howard book I could find. I knew there were others out there. I knew their titles and
publishers even. I just didn’t know where to look. Repeated disappointments wore me down.
The only Howard related comic I enjoyed was a reprint title called Conan Saga. I bought fewer
back issues because I was buying nearly 70 new titles a month, and my back issue budget
shrank with the increased number of new comics. The price of standard comic books climbed
towards $1.00, further restricting back issue purchases. It also didn’t help that publishers
experimented with many non-standard formats which usually cost even more.
I simply wasn’t seeing any Howard material I hadn’t seen before, and I had no one to
discuss my Howard interests with. So what would change? What would open an avenue to an
esoteric corner of fandom? What would give me the stories I wanted?
4. The Howard Collector 1990-1993
One winter night, I found Cthulhu: The Mythos and Kindred Horrors at the Holyoke Mall.
As usual, I checked out the bookstores. I was shocked to find a Howard book that I’d never
seen. Cthulhu contained stories I’d spent years yearning to read. I’d seen the titles and read
snatches of plot and analysis in The Blade of Conan, The Spell of Conan, and Dark Valley
Destiny. I had to have the book! I didn’t have enough money, but a friend, B.J. Labombard,
loaned me some. All the way home, I tried reading parts of the book despite the darkness. At
home, I started reading the introduction.
I read Cthulhu in early January 1990. I didn’t devour it in a day or two like I had the Conan
books back in 1982-84. (Heck, I re-read some of those in a few hours during my reading
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marathons.) I paced myself. I took breaks to read other things
like The Greatest Joker Stories Ever Told, and I kept a journal
which included thoughts about my reading. For a few weeks, I
savored this rare find.
Instead of satisfying my hunger for more Howard stories,
Cthulhu intensified it. With greater determination and
resourcefulness, I renewed my search for Howard’s non-Conan
stories. In 1989, I noticed ads for book search services and
used/out of print bookstores in The New York Times Book
Review. I considered writing to some and asking if they could
find Robert E. Howard books. I hesitated. I worried that these
services only handled rare editions much older than the
1930s-70s books I wanted. I also worried they might be literary
snobs, and laugh at me for asking about a “mere fantasy writer.”
After reading Cthulhu, I didn’t care if they laughed. I got
aggressive. I chose Barner Books. I listed titles mentioned in
The Blade of Conan, The Spell of Conan, Dark Valley Destiny
and articles from the black and white comics. I sent the list to
Art © 1987 Steve Hickman
Barner. They weren’t snobs about it and found books I wanted.
After a few months, my initial buying frenzy slowed, but I kept
buying steadily until mid-1991. I had limited funds. Plus I relaxed, realizing I now had a ready
source for the Howard stories I’d wanted for so many years. Besides, I had little time for
leisure reading during the Spring Semester, and I wanted to read some of the books I’d already
bought. I also wanted to give Barner time to find my earlier requests before I sent more lists.
Limited funds or not, I paid $250.00 for the Arkham House Skull-face and Others. Skull-face
became the pride of my collection. For me, it was the Holy Grail of Howard books. I’d seen it
mentioned many times as the earliest collection containing Howard’s weird fiction. I got the
impression that this was the definitive Howard collection. Due to its value, I don’t like to
handle the 1946 Arkham House edition very much, but I did read it because in Skull-face, I
finally had prose versions of Howard’s Kull and Solomon Kane stories among others.
However, I skipped stories I had elsewhere.
By early 1991, I considered publishing a sword and sorcery fanzine. I figured there might be
other fans like me who’d had a tough time finding Howard’s non-Conan stories. I also wanted
a place to publish my own stories. I knew Glenn Lord was the person to contact about using a
Howard story. Glenn’s name appeared in books and articles I’d read. Glenn even wrote some
of those articles. I knew I’d seen his address somewhere.
I dug through my collection until I found the address. I sent a letter. I told him about the
fanzine I hoped to publish. I listed stories I wanted to use. I didn’t know if I could afford a
Howard story, but I asked which story on my list would be cheapest. For the next few weeks, I
didn’t hear from Glenn. I realized that even if I got a response, it might take months. Still, my
hopes dimmed. However, I was too busy with school to give it much thought. Finally, in late
May or early June, I heard from Glenn.
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For an unbelievably low price, Glenn offered permission to use either “Skulls in the Stars”
or “The Mirrors of Tuzun Thune.” He also mentioned several requirements for using either
story. I chose “The Mirrors of Tuzun Thune.”
The only copy I had was in Skull-face. I didn’t want to mash the book down flat in a copying
machine. So I copied the story by hand, word for word. It took days. I thought I took
painstaking care to get everything right. However, a few years later, L. Sprague de Camp
pointed out that I misspelled “Tuzun” as “Tuzan.” That doesn’t bode well for the rest of the
textual accuracy.
After copying the story, I searched for a cover artist. A very good artist worked at the
Holyoke Mall comic book shop. He heard I needed an artist. He got my number and called. I
asked if he’d be interested in a non-comics project, the fanzine cover. We met at the shop. His
work impressed me. He had a Barry Windsor-Smith influence. It wasn’t so much Smith’s early
work that this guy’s art reminded me of. It looked like Smith’s later work, his art on the early
Conan Saga covers instead of his Conan the Barbarian work. Despite Smith’s influence, the
sample subject matter wasn’t sword & sorcery. It featured modern scenes, modern technology.
Also, while the artist praised Howard, he was much more of an H.P. Lovecraft fan. Still, we
agreed on a price, and he agreed to draw the cover after he completed a few quick projects.
They would only take a few weeks.
I had permission to use a Howard story, an editorial written, and believed I’d soon have a
cover. I named the fanzine Yggdrasil. All I had to do was wait for that artwork. I waited and
waited.
Finally, after waiting a year, I published Yggdrasil without the art.
During that wait, I bought fewer Howard books. I graduated in the spring, but didn’t get a
job during the summer of 1991. A temp agency interviewed me in August and found me a few
odd jobs in the fall. (I got two separate one day assignments washing dishes.) It wasn’t until
December that I even got a steady part time job. So I got used to not spending money. I
especially avoided spending what I budgeted for Yggdrasil. Once I had steady work, I tried to
build my savings account, but I ended up having to buy another car. My job was a 35-40
minute drive away, and I couldn’t depend on the bus. After I paid for the car and rebuilt my
savings account, thriftiness had become a habit. I hated spending. Watching my bank account
grow became an obsession like comic book and Howard collecting.
Events were in motion though that would get me spending. Looking through Savage Sword
of Conan’s letter page in the winter of 1991-92, I spotted a letter by a Marine, Corporal James
O’Keefe. He asked about an index of Howard related comics. The editorial response suggested
other fans should help O’Keefe. I sent a list to O’Keefe. A few months later, he wrote back.
He’d been discharged in August 1991 and moved back to Massachusetts. (He’d been stationed
in the South when he wrote to Savage Sword.) Since we both lived in the same state, he
thought we should meet and talk about Howard collecting. He said my list had some items he
didn’t know about even though he had an extensive Howard collection. I visited him in Salem
in June 1992 and saw that his collection dwarfed mine. In finding Howard items, Jim helped
me more than I helped him. Jim mentioned common sensical things like writing the address in
The Blade of Conan for Amra. Jim gave me a flyer he’d gotten when he requested information
from Owlswick Press, Amra’s publisher. I wrote and learned that they no longer published new
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issues, but I could still buy some back issues. Jim gave me addresses of specialty shops that
stocked Howard books. Jim and his brother-in-law, Bob, took me on a tour of their area’s used
bookstores. They lived comparatively close to Harvard Square in Cambridge. I spent about
$500.00. Jim and Bob spent much less. They didn’t want to get yelled at by their wives for
buying too many books.
In the fall of 1991, I learned that Donald M. Grant was still publishing. I’d bought Grant
books from Barner, but I thought the company was defunct. After all I hadn’t seen any Grant
books in Walden Books or at The Newsstand. In my first letter to Glenn Lord, I asked if certain
Howard stories been published. (Maybe I had my copy of The Last Celt by this time, and I
asked about stories listed there as unpublished.) Glenn told me the stories appeared in
paperback years ago but were now only available in hardcover from Donald M. Grant. I went
to a nearby bookstore owned by an older married couple. They’d bought the store from the guy
who told me about Black Vulmea’s Vengeance. It was the same store where I found Echoes of
Valor. I hoped they could order the book Glenn mentioned. The husband looked through
Books-in-Print, but said he couldn’t find it. I asked him to check the publisher list for Donald
M. Grant. He said he couldn’t find Grant. I wonder how hard he looked because I later saw
Grant books listed in Books-in-Print. So, using the address Glenn Lord gave me, I wrote to
Grant. Sometime later I noticed a Donald M. Grant book in a new comics catalogue. (Maybe it
was a Bud Plant catalogue. I don’t remember now. Jim O’Keefe had advised me to get on Bud
Plant’s mailing list.) The listing showed that Grant had relocated from Rhode Island to New
Hampshire. I wrote to the new address, and they
sent a catalogue with their available Howard
books highlighted.
In the spring of 1992, I finally gave up waiting
on the cover illustration for Yggdrasil. I brought it
to a printer. I liked the fanzine when I first
published it, but now it causes embarrassment. I
replaced the never delivered cover illustration
with a photograph of a Babylonian statuette. I
thought it looked good, but while the statuette is
public domain, I now realize I probably violated
the photographer’s copyright. I wrote a stupid
introduction to establish the setting of “The
Mirrors of Tuzun Thune.” I screwed up the
copyright notice. Glenn Lord later told me it
should’ve been © Mrs J.P. Morris. She being Alla
Ray Morris, Howard’s literary heir at the time. I
left out a footnote to my editorial citing Glenn’s
“An Atlantean in Aquilonia.”
The Dark Man #2 (July 1991) Art © 1991
With my first and flawed fanzine behind me, I Robert Knox. Knox wouldn’t remember my
moved on. At first, I was a little burnt out from name, but he and I both opted to take the stairs
than wait in long lines for the elevator
publishing Yggdrasil. I only wanted to publish one rather
down from the Biltmore’s Grand Ballroom at
or two more, but a different variety of fan NecronomiCon 2013 in Providence.
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publishing brought new inspiration.
Science Fiction Chronicle also boosted my Howard collecting. I think I discovered Science
Fiction Chronicle while looking for places to advertise Yggdrasil. In SFC (August/September
1992) I saw a listing for Necronomicon Press in SFC’s book buyer’s section. Along with
Necronomicon’s upcoming Lovecraft stuff, I saw Robert E. Howard’s Fight Stories. I wrote to
Necronomicon Press and got their catalogue. I ordered every Howard item in it. This included
Cromlech, The Dark Man edited by Rusty Burke, Tevis Clyde Smith’s Reminiscences on a
Writing Man, and Novalyne Price Ellis’ Day of the Stranger.
Shortly before discovering Neconomicon Press, I’d ordered REH: Lonestar Fictioneer from
a store in Canada. I forget how I learned the Canadian store had it. Probably Jim O’Keefe told
me. I got the first, third, and fourth issues. Between REH:LSF and the Necronomicon booklets,
I got a different view of Howard than what the deCamp/Amra school presented. Thanks to the
conflicting view, I looked at Howard’s writing and life more thoughtfully.
The Necronomicon booklets mentioned other Howard related publications. I learned that
Dennis McHaney had revived The Howard Review. I wrote to Dennis to find out what he had
available. I’d read about McHaney in one of Marvel’s black and white comics. An article
profiled Dennis and other 1970’s fan publishers. Besides telling me what he had, Dennis said
that if I really was an REH fan, I should check out REHupa. I’d heard about REHupa before.
When I asked Glenn Lord about a fanzine he’d done called Costigan, he responded saying,
“Costigan was a slender fanzine I contributed for some years to REHupa.” I’d heard the name
even before that. Unfortunately, Glenn didn’t give me contact info for REHupa. (My question
had been about Costigan and not REHupa anyway.) When I got Rusty Burke’s The Dark Man
from Necronomicon Press, it mentioned REHupa numerous times. I though about writing to
Rusty, but I wasn’t sure if that was appropriate because a notice in The Dark Man said that
correspondence and submissions should be sent to Necronomicon Press. I didn’t think writing
to Rusty through Necronomicon would yield a quick answer. So I tried something else. I wrote
the address that The Last Celt gave for REHupa. Since The Last Celt was published in 1976, I
knew the address could be outdated. It was. I got the letter back, marked “return to sender.” It
looked like I’d have to go through Necronomicon Press after all. Before I wrote, I got a
catalogue/update from Necronomicon mentioning that they were backed up with fan mail. I
decided to wait.
In December 1992, Dennis’ letter and a copy of The Howard Review arrived. Page 42 had an
outdated mention of Rusty running REHupa. I bypassed Necronomicon Press and wrote to
Rusty in Houston. I didn’t know he’d moved. Fortunately, the post office forwarded the letter
to him in Maryland. Rusty passed my letter on to Bill Cavalier. Cavalier in turn sent me a
package (which arrived in February 1993 when the windchill factor was -30) containing
REHupa Mailing #118 and a letter detailing membership requirements.
5. The APA Hack 1993-Present
And so I entered the world of amateur press associations. I greatly enjoyed creating APA
zines, racing up to deadlines, and the back and forth of mailing comments. I think I got along
well for a while and only mildly annoyed my fellow APA members. Unfortunately, my
immaturity and stubbornness created an untenable situation. My tendency to write things
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tongue in cheek sometimes and sarcastically other
times sure didn’t help. Later, someone pointed out
something that seems obvious now. When people can
only read what I say rather than hear it, they don’t
pick up vocal, facial, and body language cues that
I’m not serious. What happened is I read some
articles about people running an online message
board getting in legal trouble for something posted
there. In response to a cover drawn by Rick
McCollum, a very talented artist, I wondered if
REHupa should have an age limit. (It didn’t have one
at the time, but the APA later instituted one. I don’t
know if they still have it.) Rick seemed to understand
what I said initially, and he didn’t seem to have a
problem with it. However, someone else
misconstrued it, and Morgan Holmes, who’d become
OE after Bill stepped down, called and warned me
that talk like that had people thinking about expelling
me. Foolishly, I decided no one was intimidating me and decided I wasn’t backing down from
anything whether I’d originally said it or not. By his second comment on the issue, even Rick
thought the worst about what I said. Rusty Burke, Vern Clark, and Steve Trout in particular
were very diplomatic and did their best to talk sense into me. I didn’t listen. Bill Cavalier did
what he thought was best for the APA and motioned for my expulsion. I still refused to listen,
and in November 1995, the other members voted to expel me.
Still, the zining bug had bitten me. I kept writing zines ranting about my expulsion. Vern
Clark, Steve Trout, and Rusty Burke all advised me to start my own APA. My behavior made it
impossible for me to remain in REHupa, but I could still start over somewhere else. I didn’t
want to start my own APA though. Then I got into online message boards and they ate up lots
of time. I was most active on an Off-Topic group run by Mark Luebker and on various
incarnations of the Kirby-L. In the early days, I commented a bit in various Howard groups,
but over the years I’ve mainly kept my mouth shut. I met a girl, got married, and grew up. In
2000, Ben Szumskyj, then a member of both REHupa and The Esoteric Order of Dagon (a
Lovecraft APA), invited me to join an APA he was starting. It was supposed to be a Fritz
Leiber APA. I wrote a zine, and before the first mailing came out, Ben changed it to a sword &
sorcery and weird fiction APA. He named it SSWFT. Our first mailing appeared in March
2001. So for almost thirteen years I’ve been writing zines for SSWFT.
Ben also included Howard essays I wrote in a pair of books he edited. One of these was
Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind (Mythos Books, 2003). The other was TwoGun Bob: A Centennial Study of Robert E. Howard (Hippocampus Press, 2006).
I’ve noted REHeapa over the years, checked out the site, and read some of the publicly
available zines. Frank Coffman announced the group on various internet discussion groups,
and he’s announced new mailings there too. I finally asked Frank about joining. He’s given me
a chance, and I hope you all find my contributions worthwhile. If not, blame Burroughs.
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